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End caps are one of the great products that our company provides for the most competitive prices. 
Rgstech.co.uk also provides high quality castor wheels as well - visit our website today to see what
we offer!

Manufacture certain items of office furniture and along with sets of castor wheels, End caps are
quite often required to provide a finishing touch to the items.  In most instances End caps are used
on frames and tubular sections where the plastic or metal sections are left exposed.  The End caps
are pushed into the exposed areas of the products to give the items in question a neat finish; they
vastly improve the look off the frames.  They come in a variety of sizes and End caps are
manufactured to individual customer requirements depending on the size and style of the caps that
the client requires.  Itâ€™s easy to provide a neatly finished appearance to furniture frames; you just
need a selection of End caps that are purpose made for the task in hand.

Selecting End caps

Customers are given a huge selection of choice when they are picking End caps.  A variety of
different shaped End caps are manufactured by suppliers of tube end fittings and they offer a
diverse selection of goods to the market place, including quality sets of castor wheels. Some End
caps are round, others are square, thereâ€™s a great selection of oval products and rectangular plastic
products as well.  Distributors of End caps offer different sizes and shapes of End caps to their
clients to cater for all of their individual requirements, whatever types of furniture frames they might
be making.  If you manufacture furniture frames and want to finish them off in style, End caps are
the obvious solution.  

Adding threads to End caps

Office chairs are common products that are fitted with End caps.  In many instances furniture of this
nature is fitted with castor wheels, this makes it easier to move the frames around.  Obviously this
presents a slight challenge when fitting End caps to the chairs but this is overcome by fitting
threaded sections into the caps. Use End caps that are fitted with threads and castor wheels screw
right into them offering a quick fix solution that delivers proven results.   Threaded or not, End caps
are inexpensive products that add a neat finish to unsightly exposed edges on frames.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a End caps, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a castor wheels!
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